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Abstract: A double cladding nested antiresonant hollow core fiber is reported in this article.

We demonstrated that the addition of nested elements in the second cladding ring and the proper

optimization of structural parameters lead to the loss reduction by more than five orders. The

numerical simulation exhibits a loss of less than ∼ 0.1 dB/km over the O, E, S, C, L telecom

bands, with the minimum loss of 0.001 dB/km at 1.40 µm wavelength with a fiber core diameter

of 33 µm. The fiber also shows a better performance in terms of bending loss as well as single

modeness, and may have effective applications in a telecommunication system.

© 2020 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Hollow core fibers (HCFs) are such a fiber which confine light in the central hollow region, can

be filled with air or gas or liquid [1]. Recently, a large amount of research has been carried out

on HCFs due to their enchanting features along with reduced loss, low group velocity dispersion

(GVD), and high optical damaged threshold [2–6] and so on. The above-mentioned features lead

HCFs in many applications including optical communication [7,8], high power pulse delivery

[9], gas-based light source [10,11], and supercontinuum generation [3,12]. Based on guiding

property there are two main types of HCFs: hollow core photonic bandgap fibers (HC-PBGFs)

and hollow core antiresonant fibers (HC-ARFs). HC-PBGFs provide the opportunity to obtain

low transmission loss but have limited bandwidth along with intense GVD [13–15]. On the other

hand, HC-ARFs perform better than the HC-PBGFs in terms of wide bandwidth but show a

quite high loss as well as high bend sensitivity [7,16]. In addition, surface scattering loss (SSL)

limiting the achievement of PBGFs [15] that can be suppressed significantly in HC-ARFs [16].

Due to the recent progress and enough research scope, the later type gets much more interest in

the current work.

The guiding aspect, which is inhibited coupling [16–18], of HC-ARFs largely relies on the

cladding structure such as antiresonant tubes, which create antiresonant reflection enclosing the

core. To be more specific, the cladding elements are made in such a way that induces a massive

index mismatch between core and cladding modes, hence, prevents the light leaking from the

core and leads to reduce confinement loss [4] significantly. A large diversity of HC-ARFs, based

on cladding geometry [7,8,16–23] are available. A small gap between the adjacent cladding tubes

consequently alleviates the loss that appears due to the resonance of nodes [16]. In recent years,

it is reported that by adjoining an array of a smaller nested tube in the HC-ARFs the light leakage

loss can be substantially reduced because of the supplementing antiresonant reflection [8,16,17].

For example, Bradley and colleagues [8] reported a six tubes nested fiber and demonstrated a loss

of 1.3 dB/km at 1.45 µm wavelength. Few more numerical reports are also proposed by adding an

extra layer of antiresonant tubes in HC-ARFs [24–26], thus leads to an extra degree of freedom
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which is responsible for monitoring light leakage. Recently, Wang et al. [24] demonstrated a

double ring negative curvature fiber (DR-NCF) and analyzed the effect of admitting the second

ring of cladding elements for high-power laser application. Therefore, it is highly demanded to

achieve the best characteristics of both PBGFs and ARFs on a hollow core platform and can meet

the requirements (low loss, wide bandwidth, bend insensitive, and single modeness etc.) of the

current optical communication system.

In this work, we proposed a fiber that can perform well with very low loss over broad range as

well as better bending loss and high single mode characteristics. The proposed fiber shows a

record low loss of 0.001 dB/km at the wavelength of 1.40 µm while maintaining the low loss of

<∼ 0.1 dB/km over the broad bandwidth of 320 nm (1.28 µm to 1.6 µm). The additional inverse

curvatures associated with the core boundary, supplements the antiresonant reflection and leads

to better confinement of light in the core. It also exhibits better bending loss of ∼ 0.01 dB/km for

the bend radius of 8 cm at 1.45 µm wavelength along with an effective single mode operation

with the highest HOMER of 10000. The proposed double cladding nested antiresonant hollow

core fiber (DCN-AR-HCF) illustrates the best performance to the best of our knowledge, may

have potential applications in the optical communication system.

2. Fiber design

Figure 1 illustrates a cross-section of the proposed DCN-AR-HC fiber, which consist of two rings.

The first ring has five antiresonant tubes whereas the second ring has ten antiresonant tubes. In

the proposed structure an additional nested element has been added in the antiresonant tube of the

second ring, which increases the number of negative curvatures in the cladding. This arrangement

improved the light reflection at the interface and hence, the confinement loss reduced significantly.

Note that the cladding tubes of the first ring are evenly spaced and simultaneously they are placed

by the same azimuthal angle with the second ring antiresonant tubes. The designed parameters

are optimized to get the lowest confinement loss over the telecommunication windows, i.e., 1260

Fig. 1. Idealized cross-sectional of proposed DCN-AR-HC fiber. Here, Dc and t represent

the hollow core diameter and the glass-web thickness respectively. In the first ring, dt1 and g1

are the diameter of the antiresonant tubes and perimeter gap between two tubes respectively.

Similarly, dt2 and g2 denote the diameter of the antiresonant tubes and the perimeter gap,

respectively, for the second ring cladding. The diameter of the nested tube is dn = dt2/2.
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nm to 1625 nm. The structure basically proposed a design of a bend insensitive and single-mode

HC-ARF to satisfy the loss requirements of existing fiber used for the communication system.

In this work, fiber core diameter Dc = 33 µm and glass-web thickness t= 580 nm will remain

fixed as presented above. In Fig. 1, n1 and dt1 denote the number of antiresonant tubes and the

corresponding tube diameter that installed in the first ring. Similarly, n2 and dt2 are the number of

antiresonant tubes and the corresponding tube diameter which are considered in the second ring.

The second ring has a set of nested elements, where the diameter dn is considered half of the dt2

(dn = dt2/2). The perimeter gap between two antiresonant tubes in the first ring is subjected by the

proper choice of Dc, t, n1, and dt1 which are considered by the expression: Dc = (Dt+ 2t+ g) /sin

(π/n) - (Dt + 2t) [4]. The inner nested tube penetrates the outer tube by t/2 and the antiresonant

tubes of the second ring infused by t/2 into the outer jacket in order to achieve the numerical

simulation closer to the practical case.

3. Results and discussion

In order to perform the numerical simulations, a finite element method has been considered. To

see the accuracy of our results, few related structures [4,24,25], available in the literature, are

simulated first and found good agreement. In the next step, we have performed a convergence test

on our proposed structure to optimize the mesh size and the boundary layer thickness according

to the literature [16]. To do that confinement loss (CL) is plotted with respect to perfectly

matched layer (PML) thickness and the mesh size parameter (p). Confinement loss is the vital

loss mechanism of fiber, which arises because of the leaky nature of light confinement in the

core and is calculated by the following expression [25,27] as

CL =
40π × Im(neff )

[ln(10) × λ]
× 106 (dB/m) (1)

where Im(neff ) and λ represent the imaginary part of the fundamental mode (FM) mode effective

refractive index and the wavelength, respectively.

As an example, Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) represent the CL versus PML thickness and CL versus p,

respectively, where p is the integer. These convergences have a trial done at 1.4 µm with the

user-defined mesh sizes of λ/6p for silica and λ/4p for the air. From these numerical simulations,

it is noticed that PML becomes stable for layer thickness beyond 1.0 µm as shown in Fig. 2(a)

and finally we used around 10 µm PML thickness for the numerical study of the proposed fiber.

At the same time, the maximum mesh size of λ/4 and λ/6 are chosen for glass and air region,

respectively, since the simulation is stable after p= 1 as shown in Fig. 2(b).

Fig. 2. The convergence analysis of the proposed structure for (a) the PML thickness, and

(b) the mesh size parameter (p) where λ/4p and λ/6p used for air and silica, respectively, at

1.4 µm.
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HC-ARFs have a narrow bandwidth region, in which, the hollow core mode strongly coupled

with the glassy cladding modes that create resonance and suffering with an unpleasant loss

performance. The resonance condition can be expressed as follows [4]

λ =
2t

√

ng
2 - na

2

w
(2)

where t is the glass-web thickness, ng and na, represent the refractive indices of silica, and

air material respectively, λ is the operating wavelength, and w is the positive integer number:

w= 1,2,3. . . ., that represents the transmission window. Since the t= 580 nm in the work, the first

resonance region around 1.21 µm wavelength is considered according to the above resonance

condition. On the other hand, there is a low loss region for broad bandwidth, where the core

mode has an antiresonant effect with the cladding modes that form inhibited coupling among

them.

In the proposed structure, there are four controlling functions (n1, dt1, n2, dt2), and by keeping

n1=5 and n2=10 fixed; we optimized the diameters of those two cladding rings by the function

of dt1/Dc and dt2/Dc, respectively. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) represent the confinement loss of

fundamental mode (FM) as a function of dt1/Dc and dt2/Dc respectively. First of all, we optimized

the first ring antiresonant tubes diameter (dt1) by the normalized function of dt1/Dc. It is seen

from Fig. 3(a) that the confinement loss decreases gradually as dt1/Dc decreases from 1.1 and the

loss remains almost flat over 0.65< dt1/Dc < 0.85 range. By optimizing dt1/Dc function very

delicately, we found the minimum loss at around dt1/Dc = 0.7 that is appreciable for practical

use i.e. fabrication tolerance. After fixing dt1/Dc = 0.7 to its optimum value, we introduce the

antiresonant tubes inside the second ring and started to optimize the diameter of the tubes as a

function of dt2/Dc. It is noticed from Fig. 3(b) that the FM loss decreases as dt2/Dc decreases

starting from 1.1 and maintains the loss curve almost flat within the range of around 0.65< dt2/Dc

< 0.9. For fabrication simplicity, we have used dt2/Dc = 0.85 as optimum value for further the

analysis. Since the loss does not vary much with the variation of nested tube parameter within

the above range [19], the diameter of nested tube is chosen as dn = dt2/2.

Fig. 3. The confinement loss with respect to (a) dt1/Dc for the first ring antiresonant tubes,

and (b) dt2/Dc for the second ring antiresonant tubes, at the wavelength of 1.4 µm.

3.1. Confinement loss

Up to date, numerous works are studied which are considered with different cladding structures

[4,7,16,18], along with the additional layer of cladding structure [24–26]. Likewise, in the

previous study, to avoid the extra resonator the proposed structure is retaining nodeless. In

addition to this, nested elements are added in the second ring, which can supplement the

antiresonant reflection and can confine the light strongly in the core, therefore, the leakage loss
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will be reduced significantly. In Fig. 4, the effects of the adding second ring cladding is analyzed

first over single cladding geometry and tried to achieve a best structure which can fulfill our

first expected goals (i.e. lowest loss). After that, the effects of nesting in second ring cladding

is observed (blue color curve with diamond marker) and found best performance to choose

as proposed structure. All three structures are considered based on the optimized structural

parameters as Dc= 33 µm, t= 580 nm, dt1/Dc = 0.7 (for SR-NCF), dt2/Dc= 0.85 (for DC-NCF),

and dn = dt2/2 (for nesting in proposed fiber).

Fig. 4. The process of achieving lowest confinement loss spectra for our fiber. The structure

is modified from a single ring fiber (SR-NCF) to double cladding fiber (DC-NCF), and finally

the proposed double cladding nested antiresonant hollow core fiber (DCN-AR-HCF). The

used fiber parameters are Dc = 33 µm, t= 580 nm, dt1/Dc = 0.7, dt2/Dc = 0.85, and dn = dt2/2.

The right-hand side frame depicts the corresponding field profiles of the structures and line

color of loss curve correlates with the frame color of corresponding structures.

It is observed from Fig. 4 that the loss, within the band of interest, is higher for single ring fiber

(curve with circle marker) and then decreased remarkably due to the addition of second cladding

ring (curve with triangle marker). Hence, the second cladding ring has a significant impact on

loss performance as it increases the negative curvature as well as enlarges antiresonant reflection,

therefore reduces the magnitude of loss up to around four orders. Furthermore, introducing a set

of nested elements within tubes of second ring cladding provide the least number of nodes which

results in more antiresonant reflection; hence, the fiber offers the best performance (loss reduced

by five order of magnitude).

In the next step, the loss performance of the proposed structure is compared with the recent

related three structures from the literature [19,24,26] which are five tubes based single ring

nested antiresonant nodeless fiber (NANF), a two-ring split cladding fiber (2SCF), and a double

ring NCF (DR-NCF). Due to the fair assessment, all the considered structures have same core

diameter of Dc= 33 µm as well as same glass-web thickness of t= 580 nm while other dimensions

are optimized delicately along with the same spectral region of 1.225 µm to 1.75 µm. It is

noticeable from Fig. 5 that the loss of proposed fiber can be reduced up to nearly three orders

with comparing to 2SCF and NANF. The reasons for the loss reduction is already discussed

before in Fig. 4. It can be mentioned that the proposed fiber performs better than the other studied

structures as well: the lowest loss accomplished at 1.4 µm wavelength that is 0.001 dB/km and

remains less than ∼ 0.1 dB/km over the broad range of 320 nm. Due to the existence of the extra

resonator or extra joining point, the loss increases at higher wavelengths region as agreed with

[24]. Therefore, it is concluded from Fig. 4 that the loss magnitude is reduced by more than five

orders compared to single cladding geometry (SR-NCF) by simply introducing the nested second
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ring of antiresonant tubes with proper optimization of designed parameters and the findings

should be useful in telecommunication application.

Fig. 5. The comparative loss spectra among 2SCF, NANF, DR-NCF, and the proposed

fiber. All structures used Dc = 33 µm and t= 580 nm. In addition, dt/Dc = 0.621 (for all

tubes in 2SCF); dt/Dc = 1.05 (for outer tubes as well as half of its inner tubes in the NANF);

dt1/Dc = 0.663, and dt2/Dc = 0.667 (for DR-NCF). The proposed structure used dt1/Dc = 0.7,

and dt2/Dc = 0.85, and dn= dt2/2. The right-hand side frame depicts the corresponding field

profiles of the structures and line color of loss curve correlates with the frame color of

corresponding structures.

3.2. Bending loss

Bending loss is another significant issue in practical application and can’t be avoided. In this

regard, the proposed fiber design tried to achieve bend insensitive performance as much as

possible so that the light can be confined with reduced loss at the point of around corner. The

bending loss occur in core modes of HC-ARFs due to the coupling between core and tube modes.

It is reported that the structure which admitted with additional ring of cladding element can assist

to improve the bend robustness [16]. Therefore, to calculate the bending loss of the proposed

fiber, we imply a conformal transformation for modifying the refractive index (n’) of the bended

fiber with an equivalent to the straight fiber [28] as

n′ = nm·e

(

x
Rb

)

∼ nm∗

(

1 +
x

Rb

)

(3)

where n’ is the conformed refractive index, nm is the refractive index of the material of the

proposed fiber under no strain or a straight fiber, Rb represents the curvature radius, and x denotes

the location of direction of bending from the fiber center as we assume the bending direction

along with the x-axis.

Figure 6 illustrates the bending loss as a function of bend radius for the five tube SR-NCF,

NANF, DC-NCF, and the proposed fiber (DCN-AR-HCF) at a guidance of 1.5 µm wavelength.

The dimensions of Dc = 33 µm, and t= 580 nm are same for above four structures but other

parameters are considered as discussed in Figs. 4 and 5. It has observed from Fig. 6 that

the bending loss monotonically decreases with the increase of the bend radius. Among the

fundamental mode (FM) bending loss curves of those fibers, the proposed DCN-AR-HC fiber

reveals the lower loss at the bend radii of greater than of 5 cm, where the bending loss remains

less than 0.4 dB/km. The severe peak of bending loss is observed at around 4 cm bend radius due

to anti-crossing effect between the core mode and cladding mode as shown in Fig. 6 (right). The
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lowest bending loss of ∼ 0.01 dB/km is found at the bend radius of around 8 cm as can be seen in

Fig. 6. In fact, with compare to DC-NCF and NANF fibers, the loss is reduced by around two

orders of magnitude.

Fig. 6. The bending loss versus bend radius for four geometries (SR-NCF, NANF, DC-NCF,

and DCN-AR-HCF) at 1.5 µm. Parameters are chosen as discussed in Figs. 4 and 5. At

Rb = 4 cm, the corresponding field profiles are in the right side. The line color correlates

with frame color.

Another bending radius of 8 cm is considered here to see the bending loss performance as a

function of wavelength for the four structures (top of the Fig. 7(a)). It is noticed from Fig. 7(a)

that the proposed fiber gives least loss spectra compared to all studied structures: the lowest loss

of ∼ 0.01 dB/km is found at 1.45 µm wavelength and loss remains below 1 dB/km from around

1.35 µm to 1.61 µm of wavelength. It is also seen that the SR-NCF exhibits the highest loss

among the studied structures. On the other hand, the bending loss spectra is calculated for the

proposed fiber at different bend radii (Fig. 7(b)) and it is observed that loss magnitude decreases

with the increase of bend radius which is expected and still the bandwidth remains wide. In

summary, the proposed fiber can maintain a bending loss of less than 1 dB/km over 300 nm of

bandwidth for the bend radius of 8 cm as can be seen in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b).

3.3. Single mode performance

In this section, we inspected the single mode performance of our proposed DCN-AR-HCF

because fiber may have higher order modes (HOMs). If the HOMs losses are substantially high

compared to the FM loss, then the fiber can be operated adequately as a single mode fiber. In this

work, we tried to calculate higher order mode extinction ratio (HOMER) which can point out the

light leakage loss of HOMs with concerning to the leakage loss of FM. We investigate the loss of

first six core modes (fundamental and HOMs) namely HE11, TE01, TM01, HE21, EH11, and HE31

mode.

Figure 8(a) depicts the confinement loss of first four core modes as a function of the wavelength.

The loss of FM like HE11 attains its minimum loss at 1.40 µm, on the contrary, the loss of the

HOMs (TE01, TM01, HE21, EH11, and HE31) reaches its minimum around 1.50 µm and shows a

small loss peak at 1.45 µm. It is known that the high loss value of HOMs can be achieved on

account of the strong coupling between the cladding modes and higher order core modes [16].

Similarly, in this work, the large loss value of HOMs is attained by designing proper antiresonant

cladding geometry consisting of nested second cladding ring which leads to couple higher order

core modes with the cladding modes. The aim of every work is to maintain the HOMER at

least >10, over a broadband, to maintain an acceptable single mode performance [24] and the
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Fig. 7. The comparative bending loss performance over wavelength of interest (a) for

different structures (same as shown in Fig. 6) at the bend radius of 8 cm, and (b) for different

bend radii (Rb = 5, 7, 8 cm) of proposed structure. The corresponding FM field profiles are

given in upper panel, and the displayed line color on the plot exerted the color of frame.

proposed work is also tried to achieve HOMER as high as possible over a wide wavelength range.

The highest HOMER of about 10000 is found around at 1.45 µm and the value remains greater

than 100 over the both communication windows as can be seen in Fig. 8(b).

Fig. 8. (a) The loss performance of proposed fiber (loss of fundamental and HOMs) as a

function of wavelength, and (b) HOMER versus wavelength. Here, TE01 shows the lowest

loss among all HOMs. The top panel exhibits the modal content for FM and three HOMs.

The line colors inside the plot correspond to the frame color.

Table 1 summarizes the all performance parameters of the proposed fiber and few recent

related fibers available in the literature. The first one [7] is a conjoined tube HC-ARF that used

five conjoined tubes with a core diameter of 30.5 µm and showed the optical loss of 2 dB/km at

1.512 µm. It also reports a loss of 16 dB/km over 335 nm bandwidth, and 1 dB/km bending loss

for 10 cm bend radius. In addition, literature [8] reported a six tubes nested single ring fiber and
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shows a loss of 1.3 dB/km at 1.45 µm wavelength, and maintains a loss of <2 dB/km over 90 nm

bandwidth. Moreover, Debord and co-workers [20] reported a HC-ARF which is made by single

ring of eight non-touching antiresonant tubes as cladding elements and mentioned a loss of 7.7

dB/km at the wavelength of 750 nm with a bending loss of 0.03 dB/turn for 15 cm bend radius.

In literature [25], Chen and colleagues proposed a double negative curvature fiber having six

large tubes and six small tubes. They are arranged in a staggered pattern showing a propagation

loss less than 0.1 dB/km around 1.35 µm.

Table 1. Performance comparison of the proposed device with the recent related existing
literatures.

Ref. (Year) Transmission window Minimum attenuation (dB/km) Bending loss (dB/km) Dc (µm)

[7] (2018) 16 dB/km for 335 nm 2 dB/km at 1.512 µm <1 dB/km for R= 10 cm 30.5

[8] 2019 2 dB/km for 90 nm 1.3 dB/km at 1.45 µm <0.1 dB/km 31

[20] (2019) 10–20 dB/km for 600 nm 7.7 dB/km at 750 nm 0.03 dB/turn for R= 15 cm 27.5 to 37

[25] (2019) <1 dB/km for 400 nm 0.25 dB/km at 1.35 µm Not reported 40

Prop. HC-ARF
(2020)

<0.1 dB/km for 320 nm 0.001 dB/km at 1.4 µm ∼ 0.01 dB/km for R= 8 cm 33

Concerning the above comparative analysis, the proposed fiber reports the best performance:

the lowest loss of 0.001 dB/km is achieved at the wavelength of 1.4 µm while loss remained less

than ∼ 0.1 dB/km over a wide bandwidth of 320 nm. Moreover, the fiber exhibits low bending

loss (around 0.01 dB/km at 8 cm bend radius) and better single mode performance compared

to the available literature as can be observed in Table 1. There are more fibers (not listed in

Table 1) to achieve ultra-low transmission loss and better single mode performance e.g. double

ring cladding tubes [24,26], hybrid cladding tubes [22], nested cladding tubes [16,17] but our

proposed DCN-AR-HC fiber shows best performance due to its low loss, bend insensitivity, and

better single mode performance over telecommunication bandwidth.

4. Fabrication feasibility

On account of real-world application, it is essential to evaluate the susceptibility of structural

parameter variation on the fiber performance so that the final geometry can maintain the expected

outputs after fabrication. In this work, the contact point between the adjacent tubes in the first and

second ring contain the edge thickness of 2t due to the mass defense and similar edge thickness

also observed in some negative curvature fibers [18,24].

The percentage of fabrication error is investigated by considering the length of the edge

thickness as a fraction of the periphery of the first ring tube. The fabrication tolerance is

introduced on account of ideal edge thickness length with the increment of 4%, 6%, and 10% of

edge thickness length as shown on the right side of Fig. 9. The impact on loss is observed in

Fig. 9 with concerning the fabrication errors, mainly occurred due to interfusion of first ring

tube and second ring tube that increase the edge layer thickness length. In Fig. 9, the worst case

scenario is observed around the lowest loss portion compared to the other considered wavelength

regions: the confinement loss increased by an order of magnitude, at the wavelength of 1.4 µm

due to 6% fabrication error. With the presence of above shortcomings, the loss of the proposed

fiber is still notably lower than that of the SR-NCF, NANF, DR-NCF, and 2SCF that can be seen

in Figs. 4 and 5.

Moreover, it is relevant and important to demonstrate the angle of robustness between the fiber

transversal axis and the contacting point (between the second ring inner nested tubes and outer

tubes of cladding elements). Following the literature [17], we consider an identical shift of nested

tube to represents the imperfection that offer an indication of fiber tolerance. For this work, ϕ
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Fig. 9. The comparative loss curves of the ideal proposed fiber with the induced fabrication

tolerance of 4%, 6%, and 10%. The percentage of fabrication tolerance of edge thickness is

defined by the penetration of two-layer thickness. The right-side panel represents the edge

thickness length of ideal fiber with the fabrication tolerance. The color of frame (right side)

is used according to the line color in the plot.

denotes the identical shift of nested tube, and various fiber geometries are shown in Fig. 10

(right side panel), where ϕ varies from 0° to 140° for all nested tubes. Figure 10 represents

the confinement loss as a function of ϕ at 1.5 µm wavelength. It is seen from Fig. 10 that the

confinement loss remains steady when the angle (ϕ) varies from 0° to 110°, and then starts to

increase significantly as ϕ increases beyond 110°.This happened due to movement of contact

point of nested and second ring tubes toward the core, which increases the coupling between core

and cladding modes [17]. Therefore, it is concluded that 110° shift can be tolerable to preform

fabrication scheme of the proposed fiber. These numerical analysis reveals that a good level of

fabrication flexibilities are allowed during preform of stacking preparation of this fiber type.

Fig. 10. The loss performance as a function of angle (ϕ) at 1.5 µm wavelength, where ϕ

represents the angle between the fiber transversal axis and the contact point of nested and

second ring tubes. The right side panel represents structures at different angle (ϕ).

In addition, it is necessary to reveal the influence of the displacement at the junction of first

and second ring tubes due to the practical importance of fabrication. We consider a uniform shift

of the junction of the first and second ring tubes to illustrate the imperfection that demonstrates

the fiber tolerance. For this task, δ denotes the identical displacement of the junction, and some
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fiber geometries are shown in Fig. 11 (right side panel), where δ varies from 0° to 22° for all

junctions of the first and second ring tubes. Confinement loss is calculated as a function of δ at

the wavelength of 1.50 µm as shown in Fig. 11. It is noticed from Fig. 11 that the confinement

loss remains low and stable when the angle (δ) varies from 0° to 20°, and then starts to increase

significantly as δ increases beyond 20°.This is happening due to the movement of first ring tubes

toward the adjacent second ring tubes, that creates a node between them which is responsible for

occurring resonance [16]. Therefore, it is concluded that the proposed fiber can well to tolerate

20° shift at the junction of the first and the second ring tubes during fabrication.

Fig. 11. The loss performance as a function of the junction displacement angle (δ) between

first and second ring tubes at the wavelength of 1.50 µm. The right panel depicts the structures

at different displacement angle (δ).

There are few techniques available to fabricate HCFs. For example, stack and draw technique

used in the fabrication of a HC-PBGF as the first prototype [1]. Other HCFs geometries have been

fabricated by using comprehensive quick techniques such as stack and draw [14,20], extrusion

[29], and 3D printing [30]. Besides, the 2SCF having three cladding rings used conventional

stack-and-draw technique for its fabrication scheme [26]. In addition, stack-and-draw technique

is used to fabricate negative curvature fiber with ice cream cone shape cladding elements [18],

nested HC-ARFs [8,17], and conjoined tube HCFs [7]. Based on the above analysis, it is hoped

that the proposed fiber should be feasible to fabricate by employing stack-and-draw technique.

5. Conclusion

We proposed and analyzed a DCN-AR-HC fiber, with the help finite element method, and claimed

that the proposed work outperforms compared to the recently reported DR-NCF, NANF, and

CTF. The contribution of nesting in second cladding ring leads to the achieved performance: the

confinement loss is reduced by five order of magnitude. The fiber also shows low bending loss

and high single mode characteristics over a broad band covering both well-known communication

windows. Utterly, we obtained the lowest FM loss of 0.001 dB/km at 1.4 µm wavelength while it

enduring less than∼ 0.1 dB/km loss over telecom bands, a bending loss of ∼ 0.01 dB/km at 8 cm of

bend radius, and a better single mode behavior (highest HOMER= 10000) of the fiber. Moreover,

the fabrication tolerance for the proposed fiber has been studied and we believe that these

numerical analyses administer an excellence guideline for its experimental realization. Therefore,

the reported record low loss performances over broadband by the proposed DCN-AR-HCF can

be attractive in the communication system.
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